Atividade para impressão - Jigsaw Reading - ING07_UN0508
Student A
Safari – an overland travel to view the stunning A
 frican wildlife – is arguably the
greatest tourist attraction in Africa. Most countries, except in the north, have at
least one national park with organized safaris. A safari can take on a range of
forms, from a simple one-day minibus ride, to week-long stays at a lodge.
Commonly it is a 4x4 ride across the savanna in search of the "Big five":
elephants, lions, leopards, rhinos, & buffalo. Such safaris are offered primarily in
Southern and East Africa. Many parks have strict regulations both on visitor
activities and behavior, along with entry & camping fees. Among the most
well-known parks are South Africa's Kruger National Park, Tanzania's
Ngorongoro Crater, Etosha National Park in Namibia, the Okavango Delta region
of Botswana, and the Tsavo East/West National Parks, and Nairobi National Park.
While reading, highlight the following information in your extract:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Definition of safari
What “big five” means
Where the safaris take place
Names of two of these places

Student B
The three basic safari styles are driving safari, walking safaris, and mobile safari.
Some regions also offer safaris on boats/canoes, horses, elephants, or hot air
balloon or light aircraft. The d
 riving safari is by far the most popular form of
safari and is best for most first-timers as it is easier, often cheaper, and generally
allows you to see more wildlife. A driving safari can be a one-day affair, but it
often includes a couple nights spent camping or in lodges. Low-price driving
safaris are often made in minibuses without a guaranteed window seat. Luxury
safaris will likely include drives in a 4x4 vehicle in small groups and stays at fine
lodges with swimming pools and spas. A w
 alking safari consists of hiking, either
for a few hours or several days, with fewer opportunities to see many animals,
but allows hikers to get closer to some animals and have experiences like
stumbling upon the bones of a recent lion kill. For mobile safaris, a camp is set
up each night of your safari; it might also contain a portable lunch camp. At a
fly-in safari, the visitor is flown directly (or very close) to a lodge, instead of hours
of overland transit.
While reading, highlight the following information in your extract:
5. Three basic safari styles
6. The most popular type

7. The type of safari which allows you to get closer to animals
8. You get to the safari area by plane

Student C
For the most basic trips, travellers should have a minimum budget of US$70/day,
while some of the most visited parks may cost US$100–150/day. Luxury trips can
easily run over US$1000/day. If a price offer seems too good to be true, it often
is, and there is probably a good reason why. This can be the result of hidden
fees, large errors/omissions/lies when calculating a price, an unlicensed
operator, abusive labor practices, poor equipment, length of the trip, and extras
that you may not have thought of or which this operator plans to charge a steep
fee. Thoroughly check what each tour operator provides in their cost, and make
sure to get a written agreement before payment and departure. Self-drive
safaris are possible in some parks, but highly discouraged for beginners.
While reading, highlight the following information in your extract:
9. The general cost to enter a park
10. Reasons for the cost of a safari being low
11. Recommendations for travellers going on a safari
12. Information on going on a safari by yourself
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